AIR JAWS APOCALYPSE
1 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2011 / ID: 26354
Shark expert Chris Fallows and legendary producer Jeff Kerr have paired up once again on a quest to learn more about the great white sharks of Seal Island, South Africa. Armed with new technology, Kerr and his team are risking their lives to capture the ultimate close up of the legendary 14-foot great white named Colossus. But the truth about Colossus may be more shocking than anyone could have imagined.

SHARK WEEK'S 25 BEST BITES
1 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2011 / ID: 26531
Shark Week celebrates its 25th anniversary with a jaw-dropping look back at the greatest breaches, brushes, and bites with the ocean’s apex predator. YouTube celebrity Philip DeFranco takes viewers on a fast-paced ride through all of Shark Week’s greatest hits.

BLOOD IN THE WATER
1 x 120 / Discovery Channel / 2008 / ID: 25854
This gripping drama brings to life the true story that inspired the movie Jaws. In 1916, the New Jersey shore became a feeding ground as five people were attacked in 12 days, triggering a nationwide panic. It was the first multiple shark attack in U.S. history.

DAY OF THE SHARK
Specials 1-2; 2 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2008 / ID: 25858
It can happen any time – day or night. In the early morning when surfers hit the beach, a great white invades California’s high tides. With the sun high in the afternoon sky, a tiger shark attacks a Peace Corps worker in Tonga. Top shark experts give advice on what time of day is better or worse for avoiding sharks.

OCEAN OF FEAR: WORST SHARK ATTACK EVER
1 x 120 / Discovery Channel / 2006 / ID: 25504
Ocean of Fear is the story of the USS Indianapolis in World War II – the sinking and the horrifying shark attacks that cost hundreds of sailors’ lives. The ordeal of the crew is a testament to human endurance in treacherous conditions.

TOP FIVE EATEN ALIVE
1 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2007 / ID: 25554
Each year, dozens of people are eaten alive by sharks. These are the world’s five most amazing survivor stories told by the victims themselves. Hear about a diver whose head and arm are swallowed into the mouth of a great white and about a young woman swimming in the deep ocean who was caught in a tug-of-war between her rescue boat crew and a massive shark.

JAWS COMES HOME
1 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2010 / ID: 26261
Great white sharks are back in the same waters that Jaws was filmed, and US Fisheries scientist Greg Skomal is determined to understand why. Watch his incredible six month, 1,200-mile journey up and down the eastern seaboard following five elusive Atlantic great whites.

ROGUE SHARKS
1 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2011 / ID: 26353
Do sharks ever ‘go rogue’ and intentionally target humans? It was the central premise of the hit movie Jaws that still haunts people today – but what does the science show? In this special, we take a look at some of the most horrific shark attacks in history while trying to answer whether or not individual sharks can develop the taste for human flesh.

SHARK CITY
1 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2011 / ID: 26359
Welcome to Shark City, located off the shores of the Bahamas, where a small group of sharks live and thrive. Discovery’s Chief Shark Officer and comedian Andy Sandberg takes you deep into their world as we get to know each shark as an individual, with distinct personalities and quirks. Find out how they size each other up, what they like to eat, and what exactly they are afraid of!
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